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0. INTRODUCTION 
FOR a complex vector bundle with a flat connection there are associated secondary 
characteristic classes with coefficients in the Abelian group C/B as constructed by J. 
Cheeger, S.-S. Chern and J. Simons (see e.g. [IS], [9] or [15]). In the universal case this 
defines cohomology classes for the classifying space BGl(n, C)d for the discrete group 
underlying the Lie group Gl(n, C), and from the point of view of Algebraic K-theory these 
classes are often referred to as regulators in the sense of A. Bore1 [3] and A. A. Beilinson [l]. 
For the precise relation we refer to [14]. It is widely conjectured that these classes are 
expressible in terms of plylogarithmic functions. In fact, the simplest one 
EcH’(BGl(1, C)6, C/Z) = Hom(C*d, C/Z) 
is just given by the formula 
(0.1) 
1 
c*i (z) = G log z, ZEa)* (0.2) 
and formulas of this kind has been found also for t2 and c^, (see Bloch [2], DuPont [12], 
Goncharov [ 173, Hain-MacPherson [ 181, Yang [24]). 
In the present paper we shall consider a general complex reductive Lie group G, and, 
disregarding torsion, we shall give a general formula for the Cheeger-Chern-Simons classes 
with coefficients in @/Q which generalizes (0.2) (see Theorem 4.6). Our formula involves 
integration over chains in the singular complex of G and depends on a certain choice 
analogous to the choice of path of integration u in the formula for the logarithm 
s dz logz= .T’ 
We thus consider the formula as a first step towards a corresponding “polylogarithmic” 
formula. 
Our general approach to the study of BG6 which owes much to ideas of M. Karoubi (see 
e.g. [19]) has led to some other results of independent interest, in particular to the 
construction of some more characteristic classes (Corollary 3.14). Similarly to (0.1) these 
classes are considered as invariants defined on H,(BG6) taking values in Abelian groups 
like @ @o@ and they are thus reminiscent of the invariants considered in the theory of 
Vupported in part by grants from the Aarhus Universitets Forskningsfond, Statens Naturvidenskabelige Forskn- 
ingsrid, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and the Paul and Gabriella Rosenbaum Foundation. 
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“scissors congruences” (see e.g. [16]) as well as the “polylogarithmic functions” considered 
in [13]. Invariants of this kind have also previously been studied by S. Morita [22]. 
The paper is organized as follows: In section 1 we recall the construction of various 
simplicial models for the homotopy fibre of the natural map BG’+ BG. This is used in 
sections 2 and 3 for the construction of characteristic homomorphisms. In section 4 we 
show how to make explicit formulas for these on the chain level. Finally in section 5 we 
show how our characteristic homomorphisms are related to the classical 
Cheeger-Chern-Simons classes. 
1. THE HOMOTOPY FIBRE OF BGd + BG 
In the following we will use the rational numbers Q as our base ring. In particular, 
unless otherwise specified, all homology groups are rational vector spaces, and for V any 
rational vector space we shall identify the cohomology groups for a topological space 
X with the set of homomorphisms 
H*(X, V) ‘v Horn&H,(X), I’). 
As before G denotes a complex reductive Lie group, g its Lie algebra, and Cd the 
underlying discrete group. Thus, constructing characteristic classes with coefficients in Vfor 
flat G-bundles, is equivalent to defining characteristic homomorphisms 
H,(BG’)+ V (1.1) 
where BG6 is the classifying space for Cd. As usual (cf. e.g. [lo]) BG’ = // NC’ /) (respectively 
BG = /I NC 11 is the (fat) realization of the simplicial set whose set of n-simplices is the set of 
n-tuples [gil . Is,], with gi, . , g,, E G” (respectively G). In particular H,(BG&) is the 
homology of the corresponding chain complex C,(Gd) where the boundary 3, is given by 
n-1 
aGC!711 . . 19nl = CSZI f . ISnl + C (-lYCSIl . . . lSiSi+ll . . . Snl 
i=l 
+ (--1)“CSll. ” I%-Il. 
Our construction of homomorphisms as in (1.1) depends on the following explicit 
simplicial model for the homotopy fibre FG of the natural map Bj: BG” -+ BG induced by 
“the identity” j: Cd + G: Let Sing(G) denote the simplicial set of smooth singular simplices 
in G, i.e., in degree IZ it is the set of smooth maps 
Sing(G)(n) = (?“(A”, G) 
where A” is the standard n-simplex in R”+ ‘, i.e., the convex set spanned by the canonical 
basis vectors eo, e,, . . . , e,. Notice that there is both a left and a right action by Cd on 
Sing(G). The following is well-known, but is included for later reference: 
LEMMA 1.2. 
(i) There is a jibre sequence of homotopy types 
GAFGzBG’%BG 
(ii) Here FG is the realization 
FG = /I G’\Sing(G)/I 
of the (left) quotient of the singular complex of G. 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
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(iii) The map p is simplicially given by 
~(0) = C4eo)-‘o(eI)l . . . lo(e,-~)-‘4e,)l, 
(iv) The map i is equivalent to the projection 
I/ Sing(G)/1 -+ Cd\ I( Sing(G) /I = FG 
via the natural homotopy equivalence I/ Sing(G) II 2 G. 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
Proof 
(i) Let rc: EC + BG be the universal G-bundle. Then, since EC is contractible, the 
homotopy fibre of Bj is just the total space in the pull-back under Bj, 
FG --t EC 
pl 1n (1.7) 
BG’ -% BG 
and by construction the fibre of p is G. 
(ii) In (1.7) we can take FG = EC6 xGd G where EC6 4 BG6 is the universal G’-bundle, 
and in these terms, p is induced by the projection on the first factor. Now we replace G with 
the homotopy equivalent space /I Sing(G) 11 and observe that G* acts freely on this. Since 
EC6 is contractible we thus obtain a homotopy equivalence 
FG = EC6 XQ GE EC6 XQ I( Sing(G) /I 5 Cd\ I/ Sing(G) 11, (1.8) 
which proves (ii). 
For (iii) and (iv) we use as a simplicial model for EC’ the usual inhomogeneous bar 
complex where an n-simplex is an (n + 1)-tuple gO[gl (g2\ . . lg.], giEGd, with the left 
action (on the 0th coordinate) changed into a right action by g ++g- ‘. Then the second 
projection in (1.8) has a section s given simplicially by 
s(e) = (a(ee)Co(e0)-‘a(ei)l . . . 14en-l)-‘~(e,)l,~X 
for e E Sing(G)(n). 
(iii) and (iv) are now straightforward by checking through the various identifications. 
Remark 1. Notice that if Go E G is the connected component then the inclusion induces 
a bijection of the corresponding simplicial sets in (1.4) and hence a homeomorphism 
FGO 5 FG. 
Remark 2. Similarly if G is connected and p: c” + G is a covering map then also in the 
model (1.4) we obtain a homeomorphism F(p): F6-r FG. 
Remark 3. Let U c G be an open neighbourhood of the identity 1 E G and let 
Sing,(G) E Sing(G) be the subcomplex of singular simplices whose image is contained in 
one of the sets { gU (g E G}. Then the inclusion induces a homotopy equivalence 
/I G’\Sing,(G) (I 5 FG. (1.9) 
In fact, by the Remarks 1 and 2 above, it suffices to see this for G simply connected, in which 
case (1.9) follows from the fact that the above inclusion is a homology isomorphism by the 
excision property of singular homology, 
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Remark 4. There is a variation of the model (1.9) which is also sometimes useful (cf. 
[12]): Choose a left invariant connection on G let U be a geodesically convex normal 
neighbourhood of the identity and let Geon(G) s Sing,(G) be the subcomplex consisting of 
geodesic simplices. Then again we obtain a homotopy equivalence 
// G’\Geon(G)I12FG. (1.10) 
For later reference recall that a geodesic n-simplex is determined by the (n + I)-tuple of its 
vertices (ao, . . , a,) satisfying n,T’i a, E U, i = 1, . . , n, and it is constructed inductively 
as the geodesic cone on the simplex with vertices (a,, . . , a,). Corresponding to the 
inhomogeneous notation in the bar complex we put gi = ai-‘~Ui, i = 1, . . . ;n, and denote 
the associated geodesic simplex by a, y(g, , . , g,). Notice also that by a suitable choice of 
the connection the geodesics are of the form t t-, g exp (tX ) where g E G, X E g and exp is the 
usual exponential map for the Lie group G. 
2. THE BASIC CONSTRUCTION 
We continue the notation of the previous section. In particular FG denotes the 
homotopy fibre of the natural map Bj: BG6 + BG. The main ingredient in our construction 
is a natural map 
&: H,(FG) + H,(g) 
where H,(g) = H,(g, C) is the Lie algebra homology with trivia1 complex coefficients. That 
is H,(g) is the homology of the exterior complex r\:(g) with differential d, given by 
(cf. [17]): 
d,(u, A . . . A V”) = C (-l)‘+j[Vi, Vj] A V1 A . . A Bi A . . . A dj A . . A V”, 
i<j 
Ul,. f 3 v,Eg, 
where [-,-I is the Lie bracket and the “hat” indicates that the term is left out. By a theorem 
of Koszul (see e.g. [S]) the subcomplex Invc(r\E(g)) of invariant elements under the adjoint 
action, has zero differential and the inclusion induces an isomorphism 
H,(g) = Inv&AZ(s)). 
To define AF let Czng (G) = C,(Sing(G)) denote the (smooth) singular chain complex for 
G, and let o denote the Cartan-Maurer form on G, that is, w is the g-valued l-form given by 
wg = d(L, - I): 7”(G) + 7’,(G) = g, where L, - 1 is left multiplication by g - ‘. Then we define 
A: Csing(G) + A;(g), n-0,1,2 )..., (2.2) 
by 
o*(o”), oESing(G)(n), n 2 1, 
CJ E Sing(G)(O). 
where g” = w A A o (II factors) takes values in A~_(~~) 
PROPOSITION 2.3. 
(i) A is a chain map and induces an isomorphism 
&: H,(G, @)?H,(g)~Inv,(A~(g)). (2.4) 
Furthermore the Pontrjagin product on the left corresponds to the A-product on the right. 
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(ii) I is left invariant and hence dejines a map 
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(2.5) 
(iii) There is a commutative diagram 
where m is induced by the natural right action of G on FG in (1.7) and A is the product as above. 
Proof 
(i) the Cartan-Maurer form o satisfies 
do = - t[o, CO]. 
Hence, by symmetrization and since (n - 1)/2( 1) = l/n, we obtain 
do”‘=~n~‘(-l)iOA...ACO,03h.../\O 
L-l 
= id,, 0 co”, 
so that by Stokes’ theorem 
1 
‘(‘O) = (n _ l)! s 
1 
Wn-l=(n s 
!d oo” 
a. bn A 
= d, 0 A(a), 
for aESing(G)(n), that is, A is a chain map. That A induces an isomorphism in (2.4) is 
a classical consequence of de Rham’s theorem for the compact reduction of G. This 
proves (i) except for the last statement. 
(ii) is clear from the fact that w is left invariant by construction. It remains to prove the 
statements in (i) and (iii) about the products. Let us prove (iii); the other one is similar: 
(iii) Let q: H,(g) + H,(g) be induced by -id: g -+ g, that is, in degree k q is multiplica- 
tion by (- l)k. This corresponds in H,(G) to the induced map by g Hg- ‘, and the 
commutativity of the diagram (2.6) is equivalent to the commutativity of the diagram 
H,(FG) @ H,(G) -rr; H,(FG) 
Q 
i.FB1J.G 1 1 j., 
H,(g) 0 H,(g) 
idhtl 
- H,(g) 
Q 
where fi is induced by the map 11: FG x G + FG given by (x, g)Hxg- ‘. In terms of the 
model in (1.4) fi is given on the chain level by the composite map 
where Sh is the Eilenberg-Zilber shuffle map and G acts only on the first factor of G x G (on 
the left). Now let wG and aGxc denote the Cartan-Maurer form on G and G x G respect- 
ively, let py: G x G -+ G, v = 1,2, be the natural projection maps, and let i,: g + g 0 g be the 
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inclusion maps on the first and second factor. Then 
UGxG = pftilo~G) + p~(b”~G)r 
and the commutativity on the homology level of the diagram 
G6\Cs,“‘“(G) @ C?“(G) % G6\C;ng(G x G) 
follows essential1.y (by duality) from the multiplicativity of the de Rham isomorphism for 
simplicial sets (see e.g. [lo]). It remains to prove the commutativity on the homology level 
of the diagram 
Gd\CS;lng(G x G) & G”\C;““(G) 
11 I” 
A*(gog) -f-+ A*(9) 
where$GxG+Gisgiven by,ii(g,,g,)=g,g;‘, and o! is given in degree one by the 
differential of fi, that is, 
4x1, X,) = x1 - x,, Xl,X,E% 
Unfortunately c( is not a chain map with respect to the differential d, in (2.1), but it does 
induce a map on the subspaces of invariant elements: In fact, the composite 
hvG r\*(g) @ hvG A*(g)> hvGxG A*(g @ g):InvG A*(g) 
c 
is obviously the map id A 9. Thus letting II denote the projection onto the invariant 
elements of A*(g 0 g), we must show equality of evaluations 
(4, AOP#(Z)) = (4, aono4z)> (2.7) 
for &I E InvG A*(g*) and z a cycle in Cd\ C:““( G x G). For Q, and z of degree n we have 
and since 4 is Ad(G)-invariant the form (4, 02) is bi-invariant. The form j* (4, ~2) is 
therefore left invariant on G x G, hence 
ji*<& w”c> = (a*& &TxG) (2.8) 
since these two forms agree at the identity element. It follows that 
(6 n’fi#(z)> =A j <~*h&xG) 
I 
= <a*4, n(z)>. (2.9) 
Here n(z) is a cycle in the chain complex r\*(g @ g), and m*$ is a cocycle since the form in 
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(2.8) is closed. Therefore (2.9) becomes 
(4, n0LR(4) = <~*$,TU+))> 
= (4, a0 fUA(z))> 
which shows (2.7) and ends the proof. 
Remark. Although H,(g) with the Pontrjagin product A is an algebra over C we shall 
mainly consider it as an algebra over Q. Or rather we shall consider the graded subalgebra 
A = A,(G) E H,(g) given by 
H,(g), for * > 0, 
for * = 0. 
(2.10) 
Notice that by definition the maps & and & maps into A. We let Ao = A,.(G) denote the 
rational lattice given by the image of &, that is, we have an isomorphism 
H,(G$Ao E A (2.11) 
C 
and (2.6) becomes the commutative diagram: 
H,(FG) 0 H,(G) 11, H,(FG) 
Q 
&@& 1 1 & 
A 0 Ao n, A. 
Q 
(2.12) 
3. THE CHARACTERISTIC HOMOMORPHISMS 
The first construction of a characteristic homomorphism as in (1.1) is contained in the 
following 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a connected complex reductive Lie group. Then the following 
holds: 
(i) The homology spectral sequence with Q coeficients for the Jibration 
G+ FGSBBG’ (3.2) 
degenerates from the E2-term so that 
H,(FG) N H,(BG6) @ H,(G). (3.3) 
(ii) In particular the induced map 
p*: H,(FG)+ H,(BGd) (3.4) 
is a surjection and 
Bj,: H,(BG’) + H,(BG) (3.5) 
is zero. 
(iii) The map & in (2.5) induces vertical maps in the diagram with exact horizontal rows: 
O-, Kero, + H,(FG) -% H,(BG6) -+ 0 
1 AF 1 & 11 (3.6) 
O+ Ar\A,+ + A + A/A A Ao+ + 0 
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Remark 1. Here Aot c A0 is just the set of elements of degree > 0 and A A A,+ c A is 
the image of the A-product A @ Ao+ 4 A. Notice that 
A,/A A Ao+ N C/Q @ (A,./A,+ A Ao+) 
Q 
= C/Q @ Indec Ao, 
a 
where Indec Ao denotes the vector space of indecomposable elements in Ao. Thus (3.6) 
defines a characteristic homomorphism 
1: H+(BG6)+ c/Q @ Indec Ao. (3.7) 
Q 
As we shall see in section 5, this is just the total Cheeger-Chern-Simons class. 
Remark 2. The degeneration of the spectral sequence for (3.2) in characteristic zero has 
also been noticed by Brylinski [4] and Karoubi [19]. 
Remark 3. Notice that the surjectivity of p* in (3.4) with Q coefficients is contrary to the 
situation with finite coefficients in which case p* is conjectured to be zero and Bj, an 
isomorphism (cf. Milnor [21], Suslin [23]). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. 
(i) By (1.8) the spectral sequence is just the one associated to the double complex 
G6\[B,(G6) @ Cs;l”“(G)] (3.8) 
Q 
where B,(G’) is the usual bar resolution of Q by left O[ G’]-modules with generators 
CSll . . . lgnl,gl,...,gnEGd,,=O,l,... . Notice that in (3.8) G’ acts on the left on both 
factors. Now, since the map A in (2.2) is Gd-invariant, it induces a map of double complexes 
G’\[B*(G’)@ CFng(G)]+.(G6) @ r\;(g), (3.9) 
Q 
where C,(G’) = Cd\ B,( G”). Extending the scalars to @ on the left hand side of (3.9) we 
clearly get a map of spectral sequences, which on the E2-term is just the map 
id @ &: H,(BG’) 0 H,(G, @) + H,(BG6) 0 H,(g) 
given by (2.4). (Notice that since we assumed G to be connected H,(G) is a trivial 
G’-module.) Since this is an isomorphism and since the spectral sequence on the right hand 
side of (3.9) clearly collapses it follows that the spectral sequence on the left hand side 
collapses over @ and hence also over Q. This proves (i). 
(ii) clearly follows from (i). 
(iii) Letting H+(G) E H,(G) denote the set of elements of degree >O, we also conclude 
from (i) that the image of 
m,: H,(FG) @ H+(G) -, H,(FG) 
generates the kernel of p*. Hence clearly (iii) follows using the commutative diagram (2.12). 
The following corollary may have some independent interest (cf. [12, Prop. 2.81): 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let G be a connected complex reductive Lie group and let W c G be 
a neighbourhood of the identity. Then any n-cycle (n arbitrary) in the complex C,(G*) with 
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rational coefJicients is homologous to a Q-linear combination ofterms of the form [ 911 . . . lgn] 
whereg,,.. .,g,,~w. 
ProoJ This follows immediately from Theorem 3.1, (ii) and Lemma 1.2, (iii) together 
with the model in (1.9) FG N )I Gd\Sing,(G) I/ where U is a neighbourhood of the identity 
chosen in such a way that U -’ U E W. 
Remark. In terms of this corollary it is easy to give an explicit formula for 1. In fact using 
the model (1.10) for FG with U a normal neighbourhood of the identity we can represent 
every class in H,(BGJ) by a chain ZE C,(G’) in the form 
Z = C riP(Y(gil3 . ’ . ) Sin))> ri E Q, gij E U, (3.11) 
where {y(gii, . . . , gin)} are “geodesic simplices”, and then 
l([Z])=iCrij an, 
. I Y(g,1.....9m) 
(3.12) 
However, it is not clear how to make the representation in (3.11) explicit. We shall return to 
this problem in section 4. 
In order to get more characteristic homomorphisms we proceed as follows: For k any 
positive integer let 
Ak: H,(FG) -+ H,(FG) 0 . . . @ H,(FG) (k factors) 
be the usual Alexander-Whitney diagonal. Then composing with & @ . . . @ llF (k factors) 
we obtain a map 
1; = IpkoAk: H,(FG)+ A @‘=A@ . . . 012 (kfactors). (3.13) 
Q Q 
Notice that both sides of (3.13) are right Ao N H,(G)-modules in a natural way, and it is 
easily checked, similarly to (2.12) that Ai is a A,-module homomorphism. We now clearly 
obtain the following 
COROLLARY 3.14. Let G be a connected complex reductive Lie group. Then for each 
positive integer k there is a characteristic homomorphism 
ik. H (BGd)+ Amk/ABk A . * A 69’ (3.15) 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
& 
H,(FG) A A@‘k 
*l 1 
H,(BG’) 0 . . . @ H,(BG’) 
(I)@’ 
__, (h)@k 
where 12 = A/A A A,+. 
(3.16) 
Remark 1. Invariants similar to (I) cak have been considered previously by S. Morita 
c221. 
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Remark 2. The structure of hBk/ABk A AQ+ can be found as follows: In general for 
M a (right) &+-module M/M A AQ+ = M @I,,, Q, and we shall write for short 
Hi(M) = To@( M, CD). 
There is a spectral sequence associated to the filtration of AQ-modules: 
ABk = F k=)... I>F,=,F,_~=,...~F~=A~~ (3.17) 
where F, is generated by elements with at least k - p factors of the tensor product lying 
in A+. It converges to H,(A@“) and has E ‘-term given by 
E:,, = @ Hp+q(j\($...jk-p) 1 (3.18) 
j,i... <j,_, 
where A($...j*-p) is a tensor product with A+ on the places j,, . . . , jk_, and Q on the other 
places. That is, 
H*(A(jl.....jk-p) 
+ ) = @@‘(kPp) @ H.+(Ay(k-p)). 
Q 
For example in the case of k = 2, a suitable choice of basis in H,,(Ag’) gives rise to 
a decomposition of H,,(AB2) into a direct sum of components, each one isomorphic to 
a subquotient in the diagram 
6zN2 
/ \ 
@OQ Q@C (3.19) 
Thus 1 gives rise to invariants with values in these subquotients. 
Remark 3. Notice that the image of A$ in A @k is contained in the subspace invariant 
under the symmetric group Gk acting in the usual way (with signs depending on the degrees 
of the elements in A). Hence also Ik maps into the &_-invariant part of ABk/ABk A Ao+. 
Also the filtration (3.17) is a filtration of 6,-modules so that there is a corresponding 
spectral sequence of invariant Q-vector spaces. We shall, however, not pursue this further. It 
is an open problem to determine the image of Ik. 
4. AN EXPLICIT FORMULA 
As before G is a connected complex reductive Lie group. We shall now construct an 
explicit formula for 1 in (3.6), that is, a map 
1: C,(G+ i = A/A A AQ+ 
which induces i on the cycles. The construction easily generalizes to give similar formulas 
for Ik, k > 1, in (3.16). Our formula depends on the following choices in the chain complex 
C:““(G) with U2 coefficients: Write 
Czng(G) = Z,(G) @ Z,(G)’ 
and 
Z,(G) = X$““(G) @ X’*(G) 
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where Z,(G) and X”;lng(G) are the cycles and boundaries respectively, and Z,(G)’ and 
S’*(G) are chosen complements. Equivalently this amounts to a choice of a pair (h, s) of 
a chain map h: Cpg(G) + Czng (G) projecting onto X’*(G) and a chain homotopy 
s: Cp”(G) + C”;‘n (G) given by s = I!- I: aCpg( G) 2 Zi+ 1 and zero otherwise. That is, 
h and s satisfy 
i 
aoh=o, hoh=h 
soa+aos=id-h, (~-~=o), (4.1) 
sos=o, sOh=hOs=O 
Notice that since G is assumed to be connected we can take So = span { l>, where 1 = [ 1] is 
the O-simplex corresponding to the unit element in G. That is, in degree zero we have 
h(Csl) = 1, for all g EG. (4.2) 
Given the pair (h, s) we sail construct the map 1 explicitly. In the case of G = (c*, s( [z]), for 
zeQ=*, is just a “path of integration” from h([z]) = 1 to z in the formula 
3(z) = log(z) = 
s 
z-l dz. 
s[zl 
In the genera1 case we need h to satisfy one further condition: 
LEMMA 4.3. Given a choice of subspace X,(G) as above the subspace Z,(G)’ can be 
chosen such that the projection h satisfies 
h(ga) = h(a) VgeG, aECzng(G). (4.4) 
Proof: Notice that since G is reductive there is a natural projection 
II: &-I) + Invc&?(g) = H,(g) 
onto the invariant part, and thus the map 
II 0 A: C:““(G) + H,(g) 
agrees with 1 on Z,(G). In the notation of section 2 we have 
H,(g) = @ 0 Ao 
69 
and hence a choice of Q-linear projection of @ onto Q yields a Q-linear projection 
rco: H,(g)+ AQ. The choice of subspace S,(G) E Z,(G) defines a splitting i in the exact 
sequence 
0 + aCs;ln”(G) + Z,(G) 
and it follows that the corresponding projection i 0 A extends to a projection h in C:““(G) 
with the same image by the formula 
h = ioxQonoA. (4.5) 
Now we can choose Z,(G)’ c Ker(h) as a complement to X:““(G) and by construction 
h defined by (4.5) satisfies (4.4). This proves the lemma. 
We can now state our main result giving the explicit construction of 1: 
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THEOREM 4.6. 
(i) For any choice of(h, s) satisfying (4.1) (4.2) and (4.4) the map 
cp: C,(G’) + Gd\C;“g(G) 
deJned by 
‘pCg1lg2I . . . 19.1 = s(g,sk7* . . 4%) . . 1) 
is u chain map such that 
P*‘P* = id 
via the identijicutions in the diagram 
H(C,(G6))%H(Gd\C~“g(G)) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
ff(BG? x H,(FG) 
(ii) In particular 1: H,(BG*) -+ A/(A A AQq’) is induced by x = 2 0 q. 
ProojY Let B,(G’) denote the usual inhomogeneous bar complex of left Cd-modules 
with generators [gllgzl . . Is,], giEG. Then clearly C,(G6) = G’\B,(G’). We shall first 
show that the map of G6-modules, also denoted by 
q: B*(Gd) + C;“*(G) (4.10) 
and given by the same formula (4.8) is a chain map: Using (4.1)-(4.4) we obtain 
acpcsIIg2I~. . Is,1 = ds(g,s(g, . . . s(g”) . . )) = (id - h - sQ(g,s(g, . . . s(g,,) . . .)) 
= g,s(g, . . . S(S”) . . .) - sk71w72 . . . Sk?“) . .)) 
= g,s(g, . . . d&) . .) 
n-l 
+ iTl (-1)is(~ls(~2 . . . s(gigi+l . s(Sn) . .). . .I) 
+ (-- l)“s(g,s(gx s(gn-lh(gn)) .)I 
n-1 
= dsIcs21 . . . ISnl) + izI (- l)icPCgI I . . . ISiSi+ 1 I . . . l9nl 
+ (-l)“cpCg1I ” lsnv11 
= (P(~GCSIl . . l&l) 
In particular this shows that cp in (4.7) is a chain map. Next, for the proof of (4.9) we notice 
that p.+ = r~~.+(rr~*))~ where 7c1 and rr2 are the two projections in the diagram 
Gd\CTng(G) z Gb\[B.JG6)@ Cs,‘““(G)] 
\ InI 
G’\B,(G’) = C,(G’) 
and 7c2 is a homology isomorphism. Now it suffices to construct a chain map of G6-modules 
@: B*(G’) --+ B,(G’) @ C:““(G) 
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(4.11) 
such that 
In fact, in that case we get on the homology level 
id = ni,*@* = rrl*~(nz*)-‘orp, = p*oq* 
thus proving (4.9). To construct @ we recall that the Alexander-Whitney diagonal is 
induced by the chain map of Cd-modules 
A: B*(G’) -+ B,(Gb) @ B.JG’) 
defined by 
A[gi I . . . lgnl = i Csl I . Is,1 0 91 . . . gpCgp+ 11 . . lsnl 
p=O 
(see e.g. MacLane [20, ch. VIII 99 exercise 11). Hence 
@ = (id 0 40) 0 A: B, ( G6) + B,( Cd) @ c;““(G) 
is a chain map given by the formula 
p=o 
From this formula (4.11) easily follows, which completes the proof of (i). Finally (ii) clearly 
follows from (i) and Theorem 3.1. 
Remark. Theorem 4.6 expresses j in terms of integration over arbitrary singular simpli- 
ces in G. One can obtain a formula involving only geodesic simplices as in (3.12) if one 
replaces C$!‘“(G) by the equivalent chain complex of Cd-modules C@‘(G) = C,(Geo,(G)) 
for a suitable neighbourhood U of the identity element. 
5. RELATION WITH CHEEGERXHERNSIMONS CLASSES 
We finally comment on the relation between the characteristic homomorphism 1 in (3.6) 
and the secondary characteristic classes of Cheeger-Chern-Simons (see e.g. [g], [9], [14], 
[ 151). Thus let I’(G) = IL(G) denote the set of Ad( G)-invariant complex valued homogene- 
ous polynomials of degree I on the Lie algebra g. Also let I’(G), s Z’(G) be the rational 
lattice of those polynomials P, for which the corresponding primary characteristic class is 
rational. That is, if 7~: E + M is a principal G-bundle with connection form 0 and curvature 
form 
a= dt? + +[$, 191, 
then the Chern-Weil form P(!2’) represents a rational class in the de Rham cohomology 
H&(M, C). Now if 0 is flat, that is, R = 0, then the Cheeger-Chern-Simons construction 
yields a secondary characteristic class 
s(P)(e)EH2’-‘(M, C/Q) 
and hence in the universal case, a class 
S(P)EH 2f-1(13Gd, C/O) = Hom(Hz1_,(BG6), C/O). (5.1) 
Let us recall from [9] the construction of S(P)(B) only in the case where there is given 
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a section s: A4 + E in the flat bundle rr: E + M. In that case S(P)( 0) is the reduction 
mod Cl! of the de Rham cohomology class 
[~*~‘P(~)]EH”-~(M,@) (5.2) 
where TP(B) is the universally transgressiue form 
s 
1 
W(B) = 1 P(8 A &‘)dt (5.3) 
0 
with & = tS1 + f(t’ - t) [c9, 01. For a general connection 0, TP(B) satisfies 
up(e) = P(Q~). (5.4) 
Hence, if 8 is flat the form TP(8) is closed and (5.2) defines a de Rham cohomology class. 
Now let 
C: H2’(BG,@)+ H2’-‘(G, C) 
denote the suspension homomorphism in the universal G-bundle, and notice that, since 
PEZ’(G)~ g H*‘(BG, Q) 
it follows that CPE H*(G, Q). It follows from (5.4) that CP is represented in de Rham 
cohomology by the (21- 1)-form TP(o), where o is the Cartan-Maurer form on G. As is 
well-known, H*(BG, Q) is a polynomial algebra on generators, which are the transgress- 
ions of a basis for the primitive elements Prim H*(G) of the Hopf-algebra H * (G, Q). In the 
notation of section 3 this is dual to the set Indec H,(G) of indecomposables of H,(G). The 
relation with the characteristic homomorphism 1 in (3.6) is now given by the following: 
THEOREM 5.5. Let PE Z’(G), such that ZP E Prim H*(G). Then 
(S(P),z) = (CP,I(z))for all .zEH~~_~(BG~). (5.6) 
Proof By Theorem 3.l,(ii) it suffices to prove the corresponding formula for FG: 
(p*S(P),z) = (CP,&(z)) for all ZEH~~_~(FG). (5.7) 
In simplicial terms as in (1.4) the universal G-bundle pulled back to FG is given by the 
simplicial G-bundle (in the sense of [lo]) 
Gd\(Sing(G) x G) + G”\Sing(G) (5.8) 
where on the left hand side G6 acts diagonally (on the left). Furthermore (5.8) has the 
obvious section 
s: A” x (G6\Sing(G)(n)) -+ A” x (G&\Sing(G)(n) x G) 
given by 
s(t, a) = (t,(a,a(t))), tEA”, oESing(G)(n). 
Now using simplicial Chern-Weil theory as in [lo] we observe that the Cartan-Maurer 
form u pulled back to Sing(G) x G defines a natural connection form oF in the bundle (5.8). 
Hence by (5.2) p*S(P) is the mod Q reduction of the de Rham cohomology class given by 
the form s*TP(o,). That is, for ZEC~~_~(FG) = Gs\C$?!,(G) we have 
(p*s(P), z) = s*TP(oF) = TP(0). 
s Z s 2 
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On the other hand 
TP = TP(o), EInvc(A2’-‘(g*)) 
represents EP E H*(G, C) and clearly 
(21 - l)! TP(to) = ( TP, c.o*~-~ ). 
Hence from (5.9) we conclude 
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1 
(P*s(p), z> = (2[ _ l)! ~ (TP,d-‘) 
s 
_ 
= CP,----- 
t 
1 
I ) (21- l)! z 
&-1 
= (CP, 2(z)) 
which proves (5.7) and ends the proof of the theorem. 
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